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Abstract 
We establish existence results for second order functional differential 
equations with fully nonlinear two point boundary conditions. Sufficient 
conditions are formulated only in terms of sign conditions. Results are 
proved by the topological degree theory. 
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1 Introduction 
Let J = [0,T], g : ]R -* E be an increasing homeomorphism with inverse g"1 
0(0) = 0 and 
F : C°( J) x C°(J) x l 4 Li( J ) , (*, y, a).—> (F(x, y, a))(t), 
be an operator with the following properties (see [Si]): 
(a) (F(x,y,z(t)))(t) G LX(J) for x,y,z€ C°(J), 
'Supported by grant No. 201/98/0318 of The Grant Agency of Czech Republic. 
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(b) \im(xn,yn,zn) = (x,y,z) in C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) 
=> lim (F(xn,yn,zn(t)))(t) = (F(x,y,z(t)))(t) in I i ( J ) , 
n—foo 
(c) for each 6 G (0, oo), there exists kb G £i(<I) such that x, y G C°(J), a G l , 
IMI + IMI + M < b => !(-?(*, 2/> «))(*)! < fcfc(*) for a.e. < € J. 
Here \\x\\ = max{|#(r)|; £ G J} is the norm in the Banach space C°(J). 
Consider the boundary value problem (BVP for short) 
(g(x'(t))y = (F(x,x\x'(t)))(t)} (1) 
pi(*(0), ^ ( 0 ) , * ( T ) y ( - 0 ) - 05 P2(x(Q),x'(0), s (T) , *'(T)) = 0 (2) 
where p i , p 2 G C°(M
4). 
We say that x G C*(J) is a solution of BVP (1), (2) if g(x'(t)) is absolutely 
continuous on J, a? satisfies boundary conditions (2) and (1) is satisfied for a.e. 
t G J. 
The special cases of the operator equation (1) are the equations 
(g(x'(t)))' = (Qx(x, x'))(t)f(t, x(t), x'(t),x'(t)) + (Q2(x, x'))(t), 
(9(x'(t)))' = f(t,j (Q1(x,x'))(s)ds,x(t),x'(t)) +(Q2(x,x'))(t), 
where / : J x ffi3 —> M satisfies the Caratheodory conditions on j x l 3 , Qi : 
C°(J) x C°(J) ~> Li(J) (i = 1, 2) are continuous and for each b G (0, oo) there 
exists lb G Li(J) such that xyy£ C°(J), |M| + ||y|| < b ^ \(Qi(x, y))(t)\ < lb(t) 
for a.e. t G J. 
There are many papers devoted to the consideration of existence results for 
BVP (1),(2) where (1) is ordinary differential equation x" = f(t,x}x') with / 
either continuous or satisfying the Caratheodory conditions o n . J x l 2 and (2) 
are fully nonlinear two-point boundary conditions (see, e.g., [BL], [GM], [GGL], 
[LL], [Ki], [Ti], [T2] and the references cited therein). Existence results are 
proved by the method of lower and upper solutions. By this method one can 
proved existence results if compatibilities conditions between boundary condi-
tions (2) and the lower and upper solutions hold and, in addition, / satisfies 
assumptions guaranteeing a priori bounds on the derivatives of solutions. Com-
patibility conditions were in detail studied in [Ti] and [T2]. A priori bounds on 
x* follow, for example, if / satisfies either Bernstein-Nagumo growth condition 
with respect to x' (see [B], [N]) or its one sided generalizations (see [GK]). 
Gelashvili and Kiguradze [GK] considered a system of first-order functional 
differential equations with the boundary conditions Xk(tk) = Wfc(-Ci, #2, • • • > xn) 
(k = 1,2,.. . , n ) . Here <pk : C°(J) x . . . x C°(J) ~» M are continuous func-
N v ' 
n 
tionals. They gave sufficient conditions for the existence (and uniqueness) of 
this BVP. These conditions are of the type of one sided growth restrictions 
on the right members of the system and both sided on the functionals <pk 
( k = l , 2 , . . . , n ) . 
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We observe that Thompson [Ti] and [T2] and Kiguradze [Ki] considered 
as well BVPs with boundary conditions (s(0),a?'(0)) E Q0, (x(T),x
f(T)) e fti 
where Qn,-^i are closed connected subsets of M2. 
The second group of papers formulates sufficient conditions for the existence 
results only in the terms of sign conditions, that is without growth restrictions 
(see, e.g., [Ke], [RSi], [RS2], [RTj, [S2]). But two-point boundary conditions 
have usually the linear form. Solutions of the equation x" = f(t,x,xf) with 
the Neumann, Dirichlet or mixed boundary conditions were considered in [Ke] 
and [RT]. Solutions of a second order functional differential equation with the 
above boundary conditions were studied in [RSi], [RS2] and with functional 
boundary conditions in [RSi] and [S2]. 
The aim of this paper is to consider BVP (1), (2) with fully nonlinear bound-
ary conditions (2). Sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions are for-
mulated only in terms of sign conditions. Results are proved by the topological 
degree method (see, e.g., [D]). 
Throughout the paper we will need the following assumptions: 
(Hi) There exist constants L\ < 0 < L2, Mi < M2, e e {-1,1} and S e {-1,1} 
such that 
(F(x,y,L2))(t)<0<(F(x,y,Li))(t) (3) 
for a.e. t E J and each x,y 6 C°(J), Mx - L2T < x(t) < M2 - LXT, 
£1 < V{t) < L2 for t e J and 
epi(u,Lx,w,z) < 0 <epi(u,L2,w,z), (4) 
Sp2(u,v,Mi,z) < 0 <Sp2(u,v,M2,z) (5) 
for u e [Mi ~ L2T, M2 - LiT], v,z e [Li, L2] and w e [MUM2]. 
(H2) There exist constants Lx < 0 < L2, Mx <M2,ee {-1,1} and<J <E {-1,1} 
such that 
(F(x,y,Li))(t) <0<(F(x,y,L2))(t) (6) 
for a.e. t E J and each x,y E C°(J), Mi -I- LiT < x(t) < M2 + L2T, 
Li < v(t) <L2forteJ and 
epi(Mi,v,w,z)< 0 <epi(M2,v,w,z), (7) 
Sp2(u, v, w, Li) < 0 < Sp2(u, v, w, L2) (8) 
for u e [Mi, M2], v, z e [Li>L2] and w € [Mi + LiT,M2 + L2T]. 
a r k 1 The special case of boundary conditions (2) are boundary condi-
*(0) = M*'(0)), x(T) = MAT)), (2') 
^'(0) = fa(*(0)), x'(T) = ^2(x(T)), (2") 
-(0)-=M«'(0)), z'(T) = M*(T)) (2'") 
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and 
x'(0) = флШ), x{T) = ФA{X'(T)), (2"") 
where <f>i,ipi £ C°(R) (i = 1,2,3,4). It is easy to check that inequalities (4) 
and (5), e.g., for (2*) are equivalent to Mi < ipi(v) < M2 for v e [L i ,L2] 
and either fa(Lx) > M2 - LXT, <j>x(L2) <MX- L2T or <j>x(Lx) < Mx - L2T, 
<I>\(L2) > M2 — L\T> and inequalities (7) and (8), e.g., for (2 ) are equivalent 
to L\ < ifa(v) < L2 for v. e [Mi + LiT,M2 + L2T] end either 4>2(MX) < Lu 
<j)2(M2) > L2 or <f>2(Mx) > L2, <j>2(M2) < Lx. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, we define two auxiliary BVPs de-
pending on the parameters A £ [Q, 1] and n G E These BVPs are constructed 
accordingly if assumption (Hi) or (H2) is satisfied. We next prove a priori 
estimates for solutions of our auxiliary BVPs (Lemma 1 and Lemma 2). Ap-
plying the topological degree theory (see, e.g., [D]), the existence of a sequence 
{un(t)} of solutions for BVPs with A = 1 is proved in Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. 
Finally, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, the existence of a subsequence {ukn(t)} 
converging to a solution of BVP (1), (2) is proved (Theorem 1 and Theorem 2). 
2 Notation, lemmas 
Let MiyM2,Li,L2,6,6 be constants in assumption (Hi) (and (H2))-
* e C°(J) , a , U , ^ E M, U < V and n £ N, define x,x\x e C°(J), 
and an(-; U. V) : ffi —>• -R continuous by the formulas 
f M2 - LiT for x(t) > M2 - LXT 
x(t) = < x(t) for Mi - L2T < x(t) < M2 - LyT 
k Mi - L2T for x(t) < Mi - L2T, 
For each 
iV 
a E M 
It/ 
' M2 + L2T for x(t) > M2 + L 2 T 
,-.*(*) = < x(t) for Mi + LiT < x(t) < M2 + L2T 
^ Mi + L i T for #(i) < Mi + LiT, 
' L2 for #(/) > L2 
x(t) = < a?(ť) for Li < s(t) < L2 
Li f o r # ( z ) < L i , 
(9) 
1/ for а > V 
\V 
a = < a f o r ř 7 < a < y 
\u 
' U for a < {/ 
(10) 
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and 
qn(v;U,V)={ 
f _ i f o г O І / т ì 
V - v for V < v < V + ì 
0 for {/ < v < V 
U - v for U - £ < v < U 
~ for г; < U --!-. 
(11) 
Let E„ : C°(J) x C°(J) x H LX(J), p[n,p\n : M
4 
be defined by 
$ ( i = 1,2; n e N ) 
(F„1(a;,2/,a))(í)= (-
? (-J, í i ,o |^))( í) + í„(a;jt.i Il2), (12) 
(Fn
2(*,j,,a))(ť) = ( í , ( ^ , y , o | ^ ) j ( ť ) - g „ ( a ; J L 1 , i 2 ) , (13) 
i M a - L j T i £ a ,M 2 i£a 
PÍ„(u,t>,u>,-) = epi (u ,w to\ ,z\ )-qn(v;L1,L2), 
\Mi-L2I ILi IJIÍI IL i ' 
| M 2 - L i T iL2 iM2 |L2
N . 
p5n(ti,ti,u;,z) = íp2(ti r - >
w , >™L,>ZL )-Qn{w',MuM2)i 
I iVÍ j — L 2 i ' L i I M i I L i 
(14) 
|M 2 |L2 | M 2 + L 2 T IL2
1 
Pin(u,v,w.,z)=epi[u\ ,v\r ,w|,., . , -**L ) -gn(t/;Mi,M2), IMi IL! IAfi+LiT IL 
|M 2 iL2 | M 2 + L 2 T | L 2 
I M i + L j T IL i (
J
lMi ILi 
Consider BVPs (for n G N) 




p}n(*(0), *'(0), *(T), ar'(T)) = 0, pU*(0), *'(0), *(T), *'(T)) = 0 (17„) 
and 
(</(*'(*)))' = HFfc, x', x'(t)))(t), A € [0,1], (18n)A 
p?n(*(0), x'(0),x(T),x'(T)) = 0, p\n(x(0), x'(0), x(T),x'(T)) = 0 (19„) 
depending on the parameters A and n. 
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Lemma 1 (A priori est imates) Let assumption (Hi) be satisfied and u be a 
solution ofBVP ( 16„ )A , (17„) for some A € [0,1] and n £ N . Then fort G J, 
Mx - (L2 + i ) T < u(t) <M2- (Lx - i ) T , 
L i - i <« ' ( . ) < I 2 + i , (20) 
Mi < «(T) < M2. 
Proof Assume «'(0) > L2. Then 
/ 1M2-L1T ,M2 | ^ z \ 
pln(u(0),u'(0),u(T),u'(T))=ep1 («(0) , £ 2 , « (T) ,«'(T)I 
\ I M 1 - L 2 T I M I I L i / 
- gn(«'(0); I , , I 2 ) > -g„(« ' (0); Lx, L2) = - max{T2 - u'(0), - £ } > 0, 
which contradicts p\n(u(0),u'(0),u(T),u'(T)) = 0. If «'(0) < Lx, then 
p\n(u(0),u'(0),u(T),u'(T)) =ePx (^0)1^1,Ll,u(T)\
M\u'(T)\L*) 
\ IM1-L2T IMi I L i / 
- qn(u'(0); LUL2) > -qn(u'(0)\LuL2) = - m i n j i ! - u'(Q), £} < 0, 
which contradicts pjn(ti(0), ti'(Q), ti(T), ti'(T)) = 0. Hence 
Lx <u'(0)<L2. (21) 
If A = 0 then (g(u'(t)))' = 0, and so u'(t) = 5 for t G J, where 5 is a 
constant, L\ < S < L2 (see (21)). 
Let A G (0,1]. Assume u'(£) = max{t/'(*);£ G J} > L2 + i for a £ G «/• Then 
(cf. (21)) <£ G (0, T] and there exist *0 G (0, T) and i/0 > 0 such that u'(to) = L2, 
w'(t0 + i/o) = L2 + £ and F2 < ti'(t) < F2 + 1 for t G (*0,t0 + *>o). Integrating 
the equality 
(9(uf(t)))' = A(Fn
2(ti, ti', u'(t)))(t) for a.e. < G J (22) 
from t0 to *0 +1 / 0 we obtain (cf. (3), (11) and (12)) 
rto+vo /»so-r^o 
tf(«'(*o + *o)) ~ g(u'(t0)) = A / (Fn
x(ti,«', t*'(*)))(*) A 
Jt0 
/»to+^o /'toF^o 
= A / ( F ( t i , < L 2 ) ) ( * ) A + A / qn(u'(t);LuL2)dt 
Jt0 Jt0 
rto+i/a rto+i^o 
< A / qn(u'(t);LuL2)dt^\ / (F2 - tt'(*)) A < 0, 
J*o Jto 
contrary to g(u'(t0 + i/0)) - 0(ti'(*o)) = #(£2 + ~) - g(L2) > 0. 
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Assume U'(Q) - min{u'(z); t G J} < Li - ~ for a Q £ J. Then (cf. (21)) 
Q e (0,T] and there exist ti £ (0,T) and vx > 0 such that u'(t\) = L\, u'(t0 + 
" 0 = £ - ~ n a n d L i "" n < w ' (0 < L i for < € (*i,ti + i/i). Integrating (22) 
from i! to i i +1/2 we have (cf. (3), (11) and (12)) 
9(u'(ti + vi))-g(u'(t1)) = X (F^(u,u',u'(t)))(i)dt 
JtX 
r*i+^i r^i+^i /•Гl-f-iVl ŕii-tv\
= A / (F(щй,Lx))(t)dt + \ / qn(u'(t);LuL2)dt 
Jtг Jti 
ŕti+Vi pto+vo 
>X qn(u'(t);LъL2)dt = X (Lx - u'(t))dt > 0, 
contrary to g(u'(tx + i/x)) - g(u'(ti)) = g(Lx - ±) - #(Fi) < 0. 
We have proved 
£ 1 - £ < « ' ( * ) < £2 + £ , ^ J . (23) 
Assume u(r) > M 2 . Then (cf. (5), (14) and (21)) 
l A í a - L i T 
p2 n(«(0), «'(0), «(T), «'(T)) = <5p2 «(0) , «'(0), M2 , u'(T) 
MX~L2T 
- a n ( u ( T ) ; M i , M 2 ) > - o n ( u ( T ) ; M 1 , M 2 ) = - m a x { M 2 - u ( T ) , - I } > 0 , 
which contradicts p\n(u(0), u'(0), u(T), u'(T)) = 0. 
If u(T) < Mi, then 
/ . M 2 - L 1 T , L 2 \ 
pL(«(0), t / /(0) ,u(T),u ' (T)) = (JP2 u(0) u ' (0) ,M!,u ' (T) 
\ I M i - i 2 T I L j / 
- ? n ( « ( T ) ; M i , M 2 ) < - ? „(«(T) ;Mi ,M 2 ) = - m i n { M ! - «(T), 1 } < 0, 
which is impossible. Hence 
M i < « ( T ) < M 2 . (24) 
From (23) and (24) it follows 
u(t) = u(T) - £ u'(s) ds<M2- (Li - i ) ( T - t) < M2 - (Li - ^)T, 
(25) 
u(t) = «(T) - j f «'(«) ds > Mi - (L2 + 1)(T - 1 ) > Mi - (L2 + 1 ) T 
for I g J . Thus (cf. (23)-(25)) inequalities (20) are satisfied. • 
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Lemma 2 (A priori estimates) Let assumption (H2) be satisfied and u be a 
solution of BVP (18„)A, (1%) for some A G [0,1] and n G N. Then fort E J, 
Mi + (Fx - ±)T < u(t) < M2 + (F2 + £)T, 
^ - i < t t ' ( * ) < L 2 + l , (26) 
Mi < i/(0) < M2. 
Proof Assume tt'(T) > F2- Then 
/ |M2 |L 2 .M2+L2T \ 
P2n(«(0),tt'(0),tt(T),tt'(T))=(Jp2U(0) I ,«'(0)l ,tl(T) ,L2 
\ IMI ILi IM1+L1T y 
- - B (« ' ( r ) ;L i , I 2 ) > ~qn(u'(T);LuL2) = - m a x { i 2 - u'(T), -A} > 0, 
which contradicts p|n(«(0), u ' ^ . u ^ . u ^ T ) ) = 0. Let u'(T) < Lx. Then 
/ |M2 |L2 iM2+L2T \ 
pL(«(0))«
/(0))«(T),«
/(T)) = «5p2 «(0) «'(0) ,«(T) i i 
\ IMi ILi iMi+L iL / 
-<?„(«'(T); I j , L2) < -gn(u'(T); Lx, I2) = - min{Li - u'{T), £} < 0, 
which is impossible. Thus 
£i < tt'(T) < L2. (27) 
If A = 0 then u'(t) = V for t G J, where V is a constant, 7 G [Li, L2] (see 
(27)). Let A G (0,1]. Assume «'(£) = max{u/(/);t € J} > I 2 + ~ for some 
£ G J. Then (cf. (27)) £ G [0, T) and there exist t0 £ K, -T) and 50 > 0 such that 
u'(*o) = L2+ £, tt'(*0+£o) = £2 and F2 <«'(*) < ^2 + £ for t G (to,*o+£o). 
Integrating the equality 
(</(«'(*)))' = A(Fn
2(u,«', u'(t)))(t) for a.e. * 6 J (28) 
over [to,*o + £o] we obtain (cf. (6), (11) and (13)) 
ГbQ-ťl/O 
g(u'(t0+є0))-g(u'(t0)) = Л / (F^(u,u',u'(t)))(t)á 
Jt0 
rto+^o rto+^o 
= Л / (F(u*,u~>,L2))(t)dt-X qn(u'(t);Lx,L2) é 
Jto Jt0 
ŕto+Єo ґto-j-Єo 
>-X q„(u'(t);LuL2)dt--X (L2 - u'(t)) dt > 0 
<Jto Jto 
contrary to g(u'(t0 + e0)) - g(u'(t0)) = #(F2) - g(L2 + ~) < 0. 
Assume u'(v) = mm{u'(t);t G J} < Fi - ~ for a v e J. Then (cf. (27)) 
v G [0,T) and there exist tx G [i/,T) and E\ > 0 such that u'(ri) = Fi ~ ~, 
u'(ti + ex) = Fi and Fi - ^ < u'(t) < Fx for * € (ti,*i + £i). Integrating (28) 
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from t\ to ti +£i we have (cf. (6), (11) and (13)) 
g(u'(t1+e1))-g(u'(t1))=\ J* "(F^u,u',u'(t)))(t)dt 
Jt\ 
= A J' \F{u*iu',L1)){t)dt-\ f





f{t);L1:L2)dt=:-X / (Li - «'(<)) dt < 0, 
J t \ i /to 
contrary io g{uf{tx +£i)) -0(u'(*i)) =^(L i) - g{Li - ~) > 0. 
Summarizing, (23) is satisfied. 
Assume u{0) > M2. Then (cf. (7), (15) and (27)) 
/ |L2 |M2+L2T \ 
pln(u(0),u'(0),u(T),u'(T)) =ePl [M2,u'(0)\ ,u(T)\ ,«'(?)} 
\ ILi IMi+LiT / 
-g„(t*(0);Mi,M2) > -g„W0);Mi,M2) = -max{M2 - ti(0),-£} > 0, 
which is impossible. If u{0) < Mi then (cf. (7), (15) and (27)) 
/ |L2 |M2+L2T \ 
p\n(u(0),u'(0),u(T),u'(T)) = ePl [MUU'(0)\ ,U(T)\ V ( T ) 
\ ILi IMi+LiT / 
-g„(ti(0);Mi,M2) < -gn(«(0);Mi,M2) = -min{Afi - t i ( T ) , i } < 0, 
a contradiction. Hence 
Mi < ti(0) < M2, (29) 
and so (cf. (23)) 
u{t) = ti(0) + /J u'{s) ds<M2 + {L2 + I'jt < M2 + (F2 + I)T, 
(30) 
u{t) = ti(0) + /J ti'(s) ^ > Mx + (Li - I)* > Mi + (Li - ±)T 
for * E J. Inequalities (26) follow from (23), (29) and (30). D 
Lemma 3 Let assumption (Hi) be satisfied and n £ N. TTierz HVP (16n)i, 
(17n) lias a solution u{t) satisfying the inequalities (20). 
Proof Let 
i = max{-Li, F2}, K = (X + l)T + max{|Mi|, |M2 |}, 
G(v) = max{-#(—v), #(t;)} for v G [0, oo). 
Then K, L are positive constants and 
\9(v)\<C(\v\), « 6 K , (32) 
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Set 
U = {(x,y,z,а,b);(x,y,z,а,b)€C°(J) x C°(J) xC°(J) x 
(33) 
||z|| < K + 1, Uvil < I + 1, ||~|| < L + 1, |a| < K + 1, |6| < G(X + 1)} 
and define the operator W : [0,3] X fi -> C°( J) x c°( J) x C°( J) x M2 by 
^ ( a + j - ^ f t J ť . í - ^ t J ^ - H ^ . O . o ) for A e [0,1] 
(a + fl--^)*,*-1^),*-1^), 
(A - l)(o - rf»(«(0), tf(0), x(D,»(D)).O) f O T A 6 (1.2] 
(a + p - i ^ j r - 1 ^ ) , * - 1 ^ ) . 
--ri»(»(o),y(0),*(D.rtT)). 
(A - 2)(6 - plB(*(0), y(0), z ( D , y(D)))
 fo* A € (2,3]. 
W(A,а?,y,2r,a,6)= < 
We now show that 
D(7 - W(3, .,.,-,•,•),П,0)=11 (34) 
where "D" denotes the Leray-Schauder degree and I is the identity operator 
on C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) x E 2 . Since W(0,a?,y,*,a,6) = (0,0,0,0,0) for 
(a?,y,*,a,6) E ft, and so D(I - PV(0, •,-,-,•,-),fi,0) = D(J,Q,0) = 1, to prove 
(34) is suffices to verify, by the degree theory, that 
(i) W is a compact operator, and 
(ii) W(\, a?, y, z} a, b) £ (x, yy z, a, 6) for (A, a?, y, z, a, 6) 6 [0,3] x dO. 
From the continuity of g~x,p\n, p\n
 a n d t n e Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem it 
may be concluded that W is a compact operator. We verify the property (ii) of 
W. Assume 
W(A0,a?0,sfo,20,a0,6o) = (#0,2/0, ̂ o,«o, to) 
for some (A0, a?0, j / 0 , z0, a0, &o) £ [0,1] x <9fl. Then 
x0(t) = Ao(ao+^~
1(60)i), 
( 4 ( 0 =) R>(<) = z0(t) = Ao f̂-̂ &o), «o = b0 = 0, 
and consequently x0(t) = y0(t) = z0(t) = 0 for i G J. Thus (a?0, y0, z0, a0,60) = 
(0,0,0,0,0) $. <9ft, a contradiction. 
Let 
W(Ai,a?i,yi,zi,ai,6i) = (a?i, yx, zuaubi) 
for some (\u*uVi>Xi**iM) € (1,2] x <9fi. Then 
xi(t) = ai +^"1(6i)1:, (a?i(t) =) yi(t) = ^( t ) = ,-!(»!), 
ai - (Ai - l)(ai -Pk(#i(0),t/i(0),a?i(T),yi(T))), bx = 0, 
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and so 
xi(t) = a i , yi(t) = zi(t) = 0 
fort e J, a i ( 2 - Ai) = (1 - Ai)p*n(ai,0, a i ,0 ) . Hence (cf. (14)) 
, M 2 - L i T |M 2 
a i ( 2 - A i ) = ( l - A i ) ( \m2~juii \M2 \ a i L r ™ ' ° ' a i L >°) -9n(ai ;Mi,M2) \M\~L2T I Mi / 
If ai > max{0,M2} then ai(2 - Ai) > 0, which contradicts (cf. (5)) 
, M 2 ~ L i T \M-/ , li \M.2 \ 
(1 - Ai) \Sp2(ax\ , 0 ,a i ,0) - gn(ai;Afi, M2) 
[ V IM1-L2T I Mi / 
f / , M 2 - L i T \ ' 
= (1 - Ai) \Sp2(aA , 0 ,M 2 , 0 ) - m a x { M 2 - a 1 } - ± } 
\ \M\ — L2T / 
<o. 
If ai < min{03 Mi} then ai(2 - Ai) < 0, which contradicts (cf. (5)) 
[ / ( M s - L i T ,M 2 x 
( 1 - A j ) \Sp2(ax\ ,0,<*i , >°) -Qn(ai]MuM2) 
\ \M1-L2T I Mi / 
r / 1M2-L1T x 
= ( 1 - A i ) \Sp2(ai\ 0 ,M i 5 0 - m i n { M i - a i , i } 
I \ \M\ — L2T / 
>o. 
Thus min{0, Mi} < ai < max{0, M 2 } , and consequently 
| a i | < m a x { | M i | , | M 2 | } < A ' 
which yields (x\,y\,z\,a\,b\) — (a i ,0 ,0 ,a i ,0) ^ dil, a contradiction. 
Let 
W(\2,x2,y2,z2,a2,b2) = (z2,3/2,^2,02,62) 
for some (A2, x2, y2,z2, a2, b2) G (2,3] x 3£2. Then 
x2(t) = a2+g-
1(b2)t, (35) 
(4W=)J!2(<) = ^(<)=5-1(62)) (36) 
p2„(*2(o), j/2(0), *2cr),t»cr)) = o, (37) 
62 = (\2-2)(b2-p\n(x2(0),y2(0),x2(T),y2(T))). (38) 
From (14), (35), (36) and (38) we deduce that 
62(3 - Aa) = (2 - \2)p\n(a2,g-\b2),a2 + g-^hfrg^fa)) 
= 2-A2) UpiUl T,<?-
1(62)| ,(a2 + <,-
1(62)r) ,fl-1(62)| ) 
I \ l M i - L 2 T ILi iMi I L i I 
-qn(9~l(b2)\Li,L2) 
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Assume 62 > _/(L2), resp. b2 < <_(£_). Thenb 2(3-A 2) > 0 (resp. 62(3-Ao) < 0, 
which contradicts (cf. (4) and (14)) ~ ~ 





- 9 n ( f f - 1 ( 6 2 ) ; i i , I 2 ) 
= epiia2U-L2T'
L2'(a2 + ̂  • 1 Wr) | M , i 2 J-m a x{ i 2 - f ' W r i } > 0 , 
resp. 
|M2-L_T / j ,i.2 M , 
^rU-^T'^^L/^+^'^mU^-1^)^) 
- 9 n ( . 7 _ 1 ( 6 2 ) ; i i , I 2 ) 
/ | M 3 - i , T | M 2 \ 
= £P1 [a2U-L,T'Ll'^ + g W^U'^J -n-«{-i-r1W,|f}<0. 
Hence 
i i ^ " " 1 ^ ) ^ / ^ . (39) 
If a2 + <r
1(j>2)I
1 > M2 (resp. a2 -f g~
l(b2)T < Mx) then (5), (11), (14) (37) 
and (39) imply 










i _ „i 
0=P2n(^2(0),2/2(0),a : 2(T),y2(T)) 
= ^ 2 i a 2 U - i 2 r ' ^ (
62),M1)^
1(62)J-mi„{M1-a2-5-i(62)T,I}<0, 
which is impossible. Thus 
M1<a2+g-
1(b2)T<M2, (40) 
and so (cf. (32), (35), (36), (39) and (40)) 
M < K, \b2\ < G(L), 
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| a ; 2 ( z ) | < m a x { | M 2 - r
1 ( 6 2 ) ( T - I ) | ) | M 1 - 5 -
1 ( 6 2 ) ( T - i ) | } 
< max{|M2 | + LT, \MX\ + LT) < K, 
W)\ = \z2(t)\ <L, tEJ, 
which contradicts (x2 , j / 2 , Z2,a2,62) € dQ. 
We have verified that the properties (i) and (ii) of the operator W are sat-
isfied, and so (34) holds. 
Let now the operator Z : [0,1] x ft -> C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) x M2 be given 
by the formula 
Z(X,x,y,z,a,b)= ia+ g 1(b + \ l (F^(x,y,z(v)))(v)dv)ds, 
g-^b + xj (F^(x,y,z(s)))(s)ds), g-^b + xj (F^(x,y,z(s)))(s)ds) , 
a-p\n(x(0),y(0),x(T),y(T)), b-p\n(x(0),y(0),x(T),y(T)) 
We see that Z(0, *, •, •, •, •) = JV(3, •, •, •, •, •). Moreover, if (x, y, z, a, b) G Q is a 
fixed point of the operator Z(\, •, •, •, *, *) with a A G [0,1], then x is a solution of 
BVP (16 U )A , (17n) and y = z = x*, a — x(Q), b = g(x'(Q)), and conversely, if a: is 
a solution of BVP (16n)A, (17n) with a A G [0,1] and (x,x
f,x',x(0),g(x'(Q))) G 
Q, then (x, xf, x', x(0), g(xf(0))) is a fixed point of Z(\, •, •, •, •, •). By Lemma 1, 
the inequalities (20) are satisfied for any solution u of BVP (16n)A, (17n) with 
A G [0,1], and so Z(\, x, y, z, a, b) ^ (x, y, z, a, b) for any (A, x, y, z, a, b) G [0,1] x 
The proof is completed by showing that Z is a compact operator. In this 
case we have 
D(J - z(l, •, -, -, -, •),£., 0) = D(J - W(Z, ; •, ; ; •), fl,0) (= 1 by (34)). 
From the assumptions imposed on F,g,pi and p2 it follows that Z is a continuous 
operator. Let {(\j,xj, yj, zj,aj, bj)} C [0,1] x ft and set 
(uj, vj, wj, Aj,Bj) = Z(Xj,xj,yj,zj,aj,bj), j £ N. 
Then (for j € N) 
uj(t) = aj + flg~l(bj + Xj fo(Fn-(xj, yj, zj(v)))(v) dv) ds, 
(u'j(t) =) vj(t) = wj(t) = g-'(bj + Xj fl(F^(xj,yj,zj(s)))(s)ds, 
(41) 
Aj = aj-p\n(xj(0),yj(0),Xj(T),yj(T)), 
Bj = bj -p\n(xj(0),yj(0),Xj(T),yj(T)). 
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Let 
P(v) = max{-g-1(-v), < T » } , v € [0,oo). 




By the property (c) of the operator F, there exists k € L\(J) such that (cf. (11) 
and (12)) 
| (E„x (xj, y5, 2 j (t)))(t)< k(t) for a.e.teJ and each j € N, (44) 
which yields (cf. (14), (32), (41)-(44) and the definition of the set ft) 
1%(!)| < A + 1 + TP (o(L +\)+ I k(t) tft), 
K(<)l = M*)l = K(<)| < P(C(L + 1) + J k(t)dt), 
\g(vj(ti)) -g(vj(t2))\ = \g(wj(t1))-g(wj(t2))\ < I f
2 k(t)dt\, 
'Jtl ' 
\Aj\ < A + 1 + max{|y2(a,/?,7 ) (J) | ; | « | < A, |/?| < L, | 7 | < A, |<J)| < L} + 1, 
|B , | < G(L + 1) + max{|p1(a, /?, 7 ,5\; \a\ < K, |/?| < I , | 7 | < A, \S\ <L} + \ 
for t,ti,t2 e J and j e N. Thus {uj(t)}, {vj(t)}} {wj(t)} are uniformly 
bounded and equicontinuous on J and {Aj}, {Bj} are bounded. By the Arzela-
Ascoli theorem and the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, there exists a subsequence 
{(ujn>vJn,wj«>A3n>Bin)} converging in C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) xffi2. Hence Z 
is a compact operator. This completes the proof. • 
Lemma 4 Let assumption (H2) be satisfied and n € N. Then BVP (18n)i , 
(19n) has a solution u(t) satisfying the inequalities (26). 
Proof Let the constants A, L and the function G be defined by (31) and let 
the set ft be given by (33). Define W* : fO, 3] x ft -> C°( J) x C°(J) x C°( J) x ffi2 
by 
' A(a + £ r -
1 (6) i ,p- 1 (6) , 5 -
1 (6) ,0 ,0) for A € [0,1] 
(« + y-1(^,y-1W,5-1(-), 
^ (A-l)(a-p?>(0),y(0),*(T),y(mo) for A € (1,2] 
(a+y-Mty.y-'W.y-1^), 
«-P?»(*(0),y(0),z(T),y(r)), 
(A - 2)(6 - pln(x(Q), y(0), .r(T), y(T)))) for A G (2,3], 
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To prove that D(I - IV*(3, •, •, •, •, -)9Qt 0) = 1 we have to verify: 
(j) W* is a compact operator, and 
(jj) W*(X,x,y,z,a,b)^ (x,y,z,a,b) for (X,x,y,z,a,b) G [0,3] x dQ. 
It is easily seen that W* is a compact operator and W*(X,x,y, z,a,b) ^ 
(x, y, z, a, b) for (A, x, y, z, a, b) G [0,1] x <9fi (see the proof of Lemma 3). 
Let 
W*(Xi,x1,y\,z\,ai,b1) = (xlyy\,z\,ai,b\) 
for some (Ai, x\,y\, z\,a\, b\) G (1,2] x d£l. Then 
*i(*) - «i(0 +r1(h)t, (*i(*) =) yi{t) = *i(«) = (T 1 ^) , 
ai = (Ax - l)(ai -p?n(n(0),yi(0)Jn(T),y1(T)))J 6i = 0, 
and consequently a?i(t) = a i , yi(t) -= zi(t) = 0 for l G J, 
a 1 ( 2 - A 1 ) = ( l - A 1 ) p ? n ( a 1 > 0 , a 1 > 0 ) . 
From the last equality we see that (cf. (15)) 
[ / .M 2 1M2+L2T \ 
ep\(a\\ , 0 , a i ,0) - g»(ai; Afi, Af2) 
\ iMi IM1+L1T I 
If ai > max{0, M2} then ai(2 - Ai) > 0, which contradicts (cf. (7)) 
,M 2 1M2+L2T 
( 1 - Л 1 
= ( 1 - Л i <0. 
/ 1M2 \M2-i-ls2l \ 
epi a J ,0,ai ,0) - g n (a i ;Mi, .M 2 ) 
L \ \Mx iMi-j-LiT / 
( 1M2+L2T \ M 2 , 0 , a x ,0) - m a x { M 2 ~ a i , - i } 
lMi4-L iT / 
If ai < min{0, M x } then ai(2 - Ai) < 0, which contradicts (cf. (7)) 
r / IM 3 j M 2 + L 2 T \ 'I 
( 1 - A i ) \epAaA ,0,ai ,0) - g n (ai; Mu M2)\ 
\ I M i I M i + L i i / j 
| M 2 + Ѓ 2 T 
, 0 ) - m i n { M i - a i , ì } >0. = (l-Ai)[£pi(Mi,0,a. |Mi+iiT 
Hence min{0, Mi} < ax < max{0,M2}, and consequently 
| a i | < m a x { | M 1 | , | M 2 | } < K 
which yields (x1,y1,z1,ax,b1) = (a i ,0 ,0 ,a x ,0 ) £ 8Q, a contradiction. 
Let 
W*(X2,X2,y2,Z2>a>2M) = (^2,y2^2,a2,b2) 
for some (A2, x a , » , *2, a2i b2) G (2,3] x <9fi. Then 
X2(f) .= a 2 + g -
1 ( 6 2 ) t , (45) 
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(*2(t)=)y2(t) = z2(t)=g-
1(b2), (46) 
P2m(^(0),y2(0),x2(T),y2(T)) = 0, (47) 
62 = (A2 - 2)(62 - p
2
2n(x2(0), y2(0), x2(T),y2(T))) (48) 
and from (15), (45), (46) and (48) we conclude that 






= (2-A 2 ) íp 2 (« 2 ,źГҶ&2 ,(a2 + я-Ҷб2)T) ,<ГҶб2) I ) 
4 IMi ILi IMx+LiT \Li/ 
~ 9 n ( - Ҷ & 2 ) ; £ ь L 2 ) 
(49) 
If 6 2 > g(L2), resp. 6 2 < g{Lx). T h e n 6 2 (3 - A2) > 0, resp. 6 2 (3 _ A2) < 0, 
which contradic t s (cf. (8), (11) a n d (49)) 
( 2 - ^ ) P 2 n ( a 2 , < / -
1 ( 6 2 ) , a 2 + 5 -
1 ( 6 2 ) T , f f -
1 ( 6 2 ) ) 
5p2(a2\ ,L2,(a2+g-i(b2)T)\ ,L2) 
\ 'Mi IMi+/,iT / 






[ / \M* \M2+L2T \ 
h2\a2\ ,Lu{a2+g-
l(b2)T)\ , LA V 'Mi > lM1+L1T / 
- m i n ^ i - r 1 ^ ) ^ } > 0 . 
Hence the inequalities (39) are satisfied. 
Assume a2 > M2, resp. a2 < Mi. From (7), (11), (15), (39) ^ (47) we 
deduce 
0 = pL(*2(0),y2(0),s2(T),^(*)) 
/ - 1 / \M3+L2T \ 
= ePl(M2,g (62),(a2 + 5-
1(62)T) , g'
1 (b2)\ ~ qn(a2; ty. M2) 
> -max{M 2 -a 2 , -~ i -}> 0, 
a contradiction, resp. 
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0 = pUM0),y2(0),x2(T),y2(t)) 
= sPl Ml,g-
1(b2),(a2 + g-Hh)T)\ ,g-
l(h)\ - qn(a2;MuM2) 
< - m i n { M 1 - a 2 , n - } < 0 , 
a contradiction. 
Therefore 
Mi < a2 < M2 , (50) 
and consequently (cf. (32), (39), (45), (46) and (50)) 
\a2\ < max{|Mi|, |M2 |} < K, \b2\ < G(L), x2(t)\ < K, \y2(t)\ = \z2(t)\ < L 
for t E J, which contradicts (x2ty2t z2ta2,b2) G SQ. We have verified that W* 
has properties (j) and (jj), and so D(I - IV*(3, •, •, •, •, -),Q,0) = 1. 
Let Z* : [0,1] x fi -> C°(J) x C°(J) x C7°(J) x E 2 be given by the formula 
Z*(\,x,ytztatb)=(a+ I g-
l(b+\j (Fl(xty,z(p)))(v)dv) ds, 
g~1(b + \ J (F*(xty,z(s)))(s)ds)t g^(b + \ J (F*(xtu,z(s)))(s) ds) , 
a - P?„(*(0), 2/(0), ar(r), y(T)), 6 - p2n(*(0), y(0), x(T)ty(T))) . 
Then Z*(0, -, •, •, •, •) = IV*(3, •, •, •, •, •) and applying Lemma 2 we can proceed 
analogously to the proof of Lemma 3 to show that Z* is a compact operator 
and 
Z*(\,x,y,z,atb)^ (x,y,z,a,b)t (\,x,y, z,a, b) £ [0,1] x <9S1 
Hence D(I - Z*(l, • , - , • , • , • ) , -1,0) = D(I - W* (3, •,-,•,., -),Q, 0) = 1 and, in 
consequence, there exists a fixed point of Z*(l, •, •, •, -, •), say (ut x*,y*t a*, 6*). 
Then u(t) is a solution of BVP (18n)i , (19n) satisfying the inequalities (26). • 
3 Existence results 
Theorem 1 Let assumption (IIi) be satisfied. Then BPV (1), (2) has a solu-
tion u(t) satisfying the inequalities 
Mi - L2T < u(t) <M2- LXT, Li < u\t) < L2, Mx < u(T) < M2 (51) 
fort £ J. 
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Proof By Lemma 3, for each n £ N there exists a solution un(t) of BVP 
(16n)i,(17n) satisfying the inequalities (20) (with u = un). By the properties 
(a) and (c) of F, there is / G L\(J) such that 
\(F*(un, u'nfun(t)))(t)\ < l(t) for a.e. t G J and each n G N. 
From (20) (with u = un) and the equalities 
un(t) = un(0) + j g-
1{u'n(0) + j\Fn-(un,u'n,u>n(v)))(v)dv)ds (52) 
where t G J and n G N we deduce that 
\un(t)\<S + TP(L + l+ J l(t)dt), 
\u'n(t)\<p(L + l + j l(t)dt), 
\g(u'n(t1))-g(u'n(t2))\<\f'l(t)dt\ 
for *, <!, *2 G J and n G N, where 5 = max{|Mi | + (L2 + 1)T, |M2| + (1 - Li)T}, 
L = max{—Li,L2} and the function P is defined by (42). By the Arzela-
Ascoli theorem, there exists a subsequence {ukn(t)} converging in C
l(J), say 
limn_^oo Ukn = u. Clearly, u G C
X(J), u satisfies the inequalities (51) and 
taking the limit in (52) (with kn instead of n) as n ~> oo, it follows that (cf. the 
property (b) of F, (12) and (51)) 
u(t) = ti(0) + / (T1 (t*'(0) + f (F(ti, t*', u'(i/)))(i/) di/) ds, < G J. (53) 
Then u is a solution of (1). Since (cf. (14) and (51)) 
\im P\n(ukn(0),u'kn(0),ukn(T),u'kn(T)) = sPl(u(0),u'(0),u(T),u'(T)), 
n-+oo 
we have Pl(u(0)} u'(0), u(T), u'(T)) = 0, Pa(ti(0),ti
/(0),ti(T)Jti
/(r)) = 0. Hence 
u satisfies the boundary conditions (2). • 
Theorem 2 Let assumption (#2) be satisfied. Then BPV (1), (2) has a solu-
tion u(t) satisfying the inequalities 
Mi + LiT < u(t) < M2 + L2T, Li < u'(t) < L2, M1 < u(0) < M2 (54) 
fort G J. 
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Proof By Lemma 4, for each n £ N there exists a solution un(t) of BVP 
(18fi)i, (19n) satisfying the inequalities (26) (with u = un). Let 
\(Fn(un,u'niun(t)))(t)\ < k(t) for a.e. t £ J and each n £ N, 
where k £ Fi(J). The existence of k is guaranteed by the properties (a) and 
(c) of F. We conclude from (26) (with u = un) and the equalities 
««(*) = MO)+ / g-1^)* j\Fl{un,u'n,u'n{v))){v)dv)ds (55) 
where t € </ and n G N, that 
\un{t)\<S*+TP(L + l+ f k(t)dt), 
K(*)|<P(I + 1 + / *(*)<&), 
! ( / (<( . ! ) -0(<(t 2 ) |< | /"
2*(<)<ft | 
for i, ri, t2 £ J and n £ N, where 5* = max{|Mi|, |M2 |}, F = max{-Fi, L2} 
and the function P is defined by (42). Going if necessary to a subsequence, we 
can assume, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, that {un} converges in C^J) to a 
u £ Cl(J). Then u satisfies the inequalities (54) and taking the limit in (55) as 
n-^oowe obtain the equality (53). Then u is a solution of (1). Since (cf. (15) 
and (54)) 
lim p? n K(0) ,<(0) , W n (T) ,<(T)) = ePl(«(0),t/'(0), t*(r),t/(T)), 
n-+oo 
lim pln{un{0)1u'n{0),un{T),u'n{T)) = SP2{u{0),u'{Q),u{T),u'{T))! 
TI-+00 
we see that pi(u(0), u'(0), u(T), u'(T)) = 0, p2(u(0), u'(0), u(T), t/'(T)) = 0, and 
consequently u satisfies the boundary conditions (2). • 
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